Audio Lab is conducting its annual Spring clearance of 1969 Model KLH components this week. Most of this equipment is brand-new stock. Some components have been used a week or two as demonstrators, and in a few cases slight cabinet damage exists.

**ALL OF THE KLH COMPONENTS ON SALE ARE IN PERFECT WORKING CONDITION and are guaranteed by Audio Lab for two full years — parts & labor!**

**MODEL 24**

If you have been saving your nickels and dimes to get one of our KLH 24's ($320 system for playing records and FM broadcasts), you will be happily surprised to find that we have some of these stereo compacts with last year's record changer (the one that does not have a manual cueing device) on sale for only $259.

In addition, there are also a couple of KLH 24 AM systems. This is the same machine, but with an added AM radio tuner. The price: $279.

**MODEL 20**

A limited number of KLH model 20's are available at only $329. This is one of the best stereo compacts made, and we are selling it at a savings of $71. The control section is last year's model, and the complete system comes with two brand new speakers.

**KLH SPEAKERS**

If you already have a component system and would like an additional pair of speakers (or if you are in the process of building up your first system), then you can save a tremendous amount on these KLH loudspeakers. We have a number of Model 6's with scratched cabinets for $99 in walnut (they're usually $134), and for the real bargain hunter one in raw wood (the factory didn't put any finish which you can have for $85.

Several KLH 5's (the best bookshelf speaker they make) have been marked down from $190 to $129. These were put in the wrong kind of shipping carton, and the corners have been bashed in a bit.

If you don't mind looking at a few little round water marks (a roof leak discovered too late) on the tops of the cabinets, you can pick up KLH 12's — the best cone type loudspeaker in the world — for just $99. That's seventy-five dollars off of the regular price.

KLH seventeens (normally $75) can be had for $59 and KLH twenty two's for $39 — marked down because they also look bad. These speakers are ideal as extensions to a bigger system.

Finally and best of all, we have sixteen KLH 23s with the weirdest grille cloth you ever saw. These are brand-new and in perfect condition, part of a special production run for a customer with strange tastes. Regular 239s cost $160, but you can buy these for $99 each.

**KLH ELECTRONICS**

We also have on sale a small quantity of KLH amplifiers and receivers which would make a perfect match for the speakers listed above.

The KLH Model 27 stereo receiver has been one of our favorites for a long time. It delivers 30 watts RMS per channel and is the standard unit to work with the KLH 23's. Our sale price on this FM-AM receiver is $252, a savings of $70.

Last of all, we dug up four KLH 16 stereo amplifiers. KLH isn't making this model any more, but we discovered these few in their warehouse, and are selling them for $150 each. This is probably your last chance to own one of these rare amplifiers before they become extinct.

**AUDIOLAB'S KLH SALE IS GOING ON RIGHT NOW. Are you going to run over to our store before others read this ad?**

**audio lab**

16 Elliot St., Harvard Square, Cambridge
1645 Beacon St., Newton — Waban Line
215 Newbury St., Boston — A two minute walk from Copley Square
Telephone 491-0930